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Abstract: We report new measurements of the drift velocity and longitudinal diffusion coefficients

of electrons in pure xenon gas and in xenon-helium gas mixtures at 1-9 bar and electric field strengths

of 50-300 V/cm. In pure xenon we find excellent agreement with world data at all E/P, for both drift

velocity and diffusion coefficients. However, a larger value of the longitudinal diffusion coefficient

than theoretical predictions is found at low E/P in pure xenon, below the range of reduced fields

usually probed by TPC experiments. A similar effect is observed in xenon-helium gas mixtures

at somewhat larger E/P. Drift velocities in xenon-helium mixtures are found to be theoretically

well predicted. Although longitudinal diffusion in xenon-helium mixtures is found to be larger than

anticipated, extrapolation based on the measured longitudinal diffusion coefficients suggest that the

use of helium additives to reduce transverse diffusion in xenon gas remains a promising prospect.
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1 Introduction

High pressure gas time projection chambers (TPCs) are an important tool for studying low-energy
particle interactions because of their excellent energy resolution and strong topological reconstruction
capabilities. The precise reconstruction of interaction products and radioactive decays in gas TPCs
has been utilized for efficient signal selection and background suppression in many applications [1].

The NEXT HPXe TPC experiment [2–5], for example, uses high pressure (10-15 bar) xenon gas
TPCs to search for neutrinoless double beta decay of 136Xe. The signature of this ultra-rare process
is an event reconstructed with energy consistent with the Q-value of the decay, a topology of two
back-to-back electrons, identified via the high dE/dx these produce at the track ends. Extrapolated
resolutions of better than 1% FWHM at the Q-value have been demonstrated in the NEXT-NEW
detector [6], and the power of topological reconstruction has been studied and found to be consistent
with expectations from simulations [5]. Other alternative molecular species such as CO2-, CH4- and
CF4-doped in xenon at atmospheric pressure have been recently studied, with electroluminescence
yield and its associated statistical fluctuations presented in [7, 8].

The spatial resolution of a TPC depends on two factors: 1) granularity of the tracking plane,
and 2) charge spreading through diffusion as electrons drift in the gas. For longer drift distances, the
challenges of diffusion become more pronounced, with the size of the arriving charge distribution
scaling like the square root of the drift distance, given any specific gas or mixture. As detectors
become larger in size, the effects of diffusion thus become a more significant concern. Electron drift
properties in several noble gases at low pressure have been studied in [9–12], and at high pressure
in xenon gas [4, 13–16]. Other notable work has been undertaken in noble gases at low pressure
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Figure 1. MagBoltz predictions of the dependence of the reduced longitudinal (left) and transverse (right)
diffusion coefficients(equation 3.1) on helium concentration. The line represents the exact value from the
simulation and the shaded region is the error in the simulation.

in [17, 18], in hydrogen-doped xenon at high pressure in [19], and in Xenon-TMA mixtures at high
pressure [20, 21].

Electron drift properties in mixtures of noble elements at high pressures are less well studied.
In this work we present novel measurements in gas mixtures that are of interest to the NEXT
collaboration: xenon with a small admixture of helium. It has been noted that the addition of small
concentrations of helium to high-pressure xenon is predicted to reduce transverse electron diffusion,
while imposing only a relatively small effect on longitudinal diffusion [22, 23]. Plots demonstrating
this predicted effect, which derives from the cooling of electrons by elastic scattering off relatively
light (compared to xenon) helium atoms, are shown in Fig 1. These predictions are obtained from
the MagBoltz software package, which we use extensively throughout this work.

The relevant concentrations of helium to achieve this effect are in the 5-20% by volume.
Although these cooling effects appear to present a promising way to improve the spatial resolution
of high pressure gas detectors, they have yet to be experimentally verified.

This paper presents measurements of electron drift velocity and longitudinal diffusion coefficients
in xenon gas and xenon-helium gas mixtures over a range of pressures and electric field strengths
covering the space of E/P (reduced drift field) from 5.5 V/cm-bar to 300 V/cm-bar.

The layout of the paper is as follows. Sec. 2 describes our methodology, including the gas
mixing protocols (Sec. 2.1), apparatus used in this work (Sec. 2.2), data analysis methods (Sec. 2.3)
and studies of systematic uncertainties (Sec. 2.4). We then present results in Sec. 3. We first present
measured velocities and diffusion coefficients in pure xenon gas in Sec. 3.1. This is followed by
electron drift velocity and longitudinal diffusion in xenon doped with 10% and 15% helium in
Sec. 3.2. Finally we present a discussion of these results and their implications in Sec. 3.3.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Gas Handling

The work in this paper was undertaken using two 5 litre pressure vessels sharing a common circulation
system in the High Pressure Xenon Gas Laboratory at the University of Texas at Arlington. The vessel
housing the electron drift apparatus is shown in Fig. 2, left, and a photograph of the gas-handling
system in Fig. 2, right.

The system was constructed with all Swagelok parts and 1/4 inch stainless steel tubing. A
MetroCad PumpWorks PW-2070 pump circulates gas through the system in a closed loop at pressures
between 1 and 10 bar. Flow is measured on the inlet and outlet of the vessel via mass flow meters,
with typical flow rates between one and ten litres per minute. The gases used in this study are
all Ultra-High Purity grade from AirGas, which carry few ppm level specifications for oxygen,
nitrogen, water and carbon dioxide impurity. The system is filled at low flow rate through a MonoTorr
PS-4-MT3 hot getter, which is also in the circulation path and cleans the gas to a specification of ≤
1 ppb in oxygen, water and nitrogen in xenon, argon and helium carrier gases. Pressure is monitored
coarsely with analogue gauges and more accurately, to 10 mbar precision, with a pressure transducer
which is calibrated using set points at vacuum and 9 atm. Burst disks protect the system from
over-pressurization.

Gases with boiling points below that of nitrogen (in particular xenon) can be recaptured after
study by submerging a collection cylinder in liquid nitrogen. The gases in the system condense into
the cylinder, which can then be closed and is allowed to return to room temperature through ambient
heating.

The full system was rigorously tested for leaks and has a leak rate of < 1 × 10−9 cc He s−1, the
lower limit of our helium leak-checker. The gas system is coupled to the pressure vessels in a closed
loop of permanent tube connections. The full system including both vessels and gas panel can be

Figure 2. Left: Photograph of the 5 litre pressure vessel with the electron drift apparatus inside. Right:
Photograph of the gas system that supports this vessel and another similar one, used as a holding volume for
gas in this study.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the electron drift cell.

evacuated to better than 1 × 10−5 mbar, which is a standard procedure before adding any new gas
into the device. After opening to atmosphere, a much longer pump and bake out is performed to
drive the vacuum to better than 1 × 10−6 mbar. The room temperature was monitored throughout the
measurements period and showed no significant deviation from its initial value of 21 ◦C during the
study.

The mixing and handling process of gases in this study was devised to provide accurate and
consistent concentrations while maintaining economy given the expense of xenon gas. Pure xenon
was added to the vessel, and measurements were made during the first fill at 1, 3, 6, and 9 bar. Once
9 bar was reached, helium was added to 10% concentration, and measurements were performed.
After completion, a vent line into the second, evacuated vessel was opened and the pressure was
reduced by flowing gas into the lower pressure volume. Then the original volume was resealed,
the xenon in the vented gas mixture was recaptured to the extent possible, and the residual (around
100 mbar) was evacuated. This procedure was repeated three times, probing four pressures. The
pressures were accurately recorded and used in the derivation of E/P and all experimentally derived
quantities. On some plots the reported labels are rounded to the nearest bar for brevity, the data will
be included as a supplementary file 1.

Once the last measurement was made on the mixture, the recaptured solid xenon was pumped
to remove any residual helium gas. Monitoring on a residual gas analyzer at the vacuum pump
demonstrated that helium was removed effectively. After removing the helium trace, the procedure
was repeated at the next concentration point, of 15% helium in xenon.

2.2 Electron Production, Drift and Collection

The measurement of electron transport properties uses a gridded drift cell, shown schematically in
Fig 3. Electrons are liberated from a gold photo-cathode by a pulsed xenon flash lamp, delivered by

1http://www-hep.uta.edu/~bjones/XenonHelium/
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an optical fiber directed at the gold surface. The setup is somewhat similar to that used by others
to study electron transport in liquid argon [24], with some important differences. Unlike in the
case of liquid argon experiments where electrons are freed into a conduction band of the liquid, in
gas, electrons thermalizing near the photo-cathode surface are more likely to back-scatter and be
reabsorbed into the conductor by their image charges [25–27]. In order to overcome this phenomenon
an extraction field is applied on the photo cathode to pull the electrons away from it. Our apparatus
thus includes an additional drift stage with elevated electric field to extract electrons from the gold.
The extraction region was made between the photo-cathode and a custom-made hexagonal mesh with
2.5 mm diameter holes and 5 mil(127µm) lands, photo-etched in 3 mil(76.2µm) thickness stainless
steel. The extraction region is 0.39 cm long and biased to a constant electric field of 300 V/cm
for all tests. For drift fields lower than this value, a significant fraction of electrons are lost during
transmission from the higher-field extraction region to the lower-field drift region. A scan of the
extraction field strength demonstrated the expected variation in transmitted signal amplitude due to
electron transparency of the mesh, but introduced no observable variation into the measured electron
transport parameters. Likewise, variations in the photoelectron extraction efficiency also do not
introduce variations in the measured electron transport parameters.

A xenon flash lamp (Hamamatsu model L13651-12), equipped with a quartz window for the
transmission of the UV light, was used as a light source. The lamp was coupled to an optical
feedthrough that was made in-house from quartz fiber and potted in Stycast 2080 vacuum epoxy.
The feedthrough was pressure and leak tested before use, and checked for optical continuity before
closing the vessel. A photograph showing the fiber shining onto the gold photo-cathode is shown in
Fig. 4, right.

The drift region is 14.12 cm long and the field uniformity is maintained by 3-inch stainless steel
field shaping rings separated by 1.25 cm ceramic spacers. The voltage from the top of the field cage
is stepped down by 1 GΩ SlimMox Ohmite resistors, and terminated at ground at the bottom of the
cage where a second mesh is mounted. The collection plate, where electrons are detected, is located
0.16 cm behind the grounded mesh, and is comprised of a copper-clad FR4 circuit board connected
to a pin feed-through by copper wire. The collection field between this plate and the grounded mesh
was held at 3125 V/cm to accelerate electrons quickly across the final gap and avoid inductive effects
that would bias the time measurements. Electronic pulses are recorded from both the gold photo
cathode and copper collection plate using a capacitive coupling. The circuit diagram for the readout
system is shown in Fig. 4, left. The anode and cathode biases are filtered with IC and RC filters
to minimize switching noise from the power supplies. The signals are then measured with an RC
circuit with a time constant of 1.8ms. The field cage bias is not filtered and is terminated at ground
inside the vessel with a mechanical connection to the vessel body.

The flash lamp was pulsed every 53 ms, chosen to ensure the electron pulses were out of phase
with any line and power supply switching noise. This was used as the trigger since the lamp flash
time is < 500ns no uncertinty was added. For each run, 1000 waveforms from both the photo
cathode and collection plate were recorded on a LeCroy HDO6104 for each electric field and pressure.
Measurements were made at various electric fields in the drift region ranging from 50 V/cm to
300 V/cm.
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Figure 4. Left: Schematic of the electron drift circuit; Right; view into drift region from the collection plane
upward. Light is being shone through the UV transmitting fiber and illuminating the gold photo-cathode.

2.3 Analysis Methodology

An electron swarm in a static electric field can be treated according to the laws of classical
electromagnetism and hydrodynamics. The charge carrier density n(®r, t) in a strong, uniform electric
field is governed by the diffusion equation, which states that, in the absence of spacecharge effects,
attachment, gain or chemical reactions [28]:

∂

∂t
n(®r, t) + vd

∂

∂z
n(®r, t) − DT

(

∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2

)

n(®r, t) − DL

∂2

∂z2
n(®r, t) = 0. (2.1)

Here the electric field is taken to lie in the ẑ direction, vd is the drift velocity and DL and DT are the
longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients, respectively, which all depend on the gas mixture,
pressure, and electric field. An analytic solution to this equation can be found, given an initial thin
disk of electrons with Gaussian profile in the z direction of width σ0, and radius r0. Integrating over
the transverse coordinates yields the longitudinal charge density in the ẑ direction as a function of
time:

j(z1, t) = X
(z1 + vdt)DL + σ

2
0
v

2
d

(

σ2
0
+ 2DLt

)3/2

[

1 − exp

(

−
r2
0

4DT t

)]

exp

[

− (z1 − vdt)2
2(σ2

0 + 2DLt)

]

. (2.2)

We have collected some constants into an uninteresting numerical normalization pre-factor, X .
If we set z1 equal to the drift distance d then this expression gives the flux of electrons arriving at
our detection plane. In that case, the term on the right only gives significant contributions in the
time window around the “drift time”, td = d/vd, with effective width σt :

σt =
√

σ2
0(t) + 2DL(t)td . (2.3)

In the above we defined two new constants, σ0(t) = σ0/vd and DL(t) = DL/v2
d

that effectively map
σ0 and DL into the time domain.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Gaussian approximation to the full diffusion equation solution. In this study, the
relevant range of values of ζ = σt/td =

√

2Dt/td are between 0.01 and 0.12.

If the width σt is sufficiently narrow then the left two factors vary little over this window and
they can be assumed to be constant over the pulse duration. This approximation yields a Gaussian
profile centered around the drift time:

j(t) → N
√

2πσ2
exp

[

−(t − td)2
2σ2

]

, (2.4)

where N is the total number of electrons arriving. This approximation will be accurate as long as the
drift time, td, is suitably long relative to the pulse width in time, σ0(t). Comparison of Eq. 2.2 with
2.4 is shown in Fig. 5 for various ratios ζ = σt/td =

√

2Dt/td, given an initially negligible σ0, which
provides the worst-case scenario. The range of pulse widths in these studies is 0.005 ≤ ζ ≤ 0.04,
with the majority being in the range 0.01 ≤ ζ ≤ 0.02. Use of the Gaussian approximation is found to
be a sub-dominant source of error in our measurements compared to other systematic uncertainties.

In practice, the drift velocity is determined by the ratio of the known drift distance d and the
measured drift time td. To obtain DL , the relationship 2.3 is inverted to map a measured value for σt
onto a measurement of the longitudinal diffusion coefficient.

DL(t) =
σ2
t − σ2

0(t)
2td

. (2.5)

The initial width σ0(t) above represents the width of the flash lamp pulse, and any irreducible
width inherent in the system readout electronics. It is determined by operating the system in vacuum
conditions, where the electrons move ballistically and effectively arrive instantaneously at the anode.
A measured value of σ0(t) = 0.1235± 0.0004µs is obtained, with the very small uncertainty deriving
from repeating the measurement in different field configurations and taking the standard deviation.
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Although we do not measure DT , theoretically the transverse diffusion can then be determined
from the Generalized Einstein Relations: [29]

DL

DT

= 1 + (1 + ∆)E

µ

∂µ

∂E
, (2.6)

where E is the electric field strength, and µ is the electron mobility defined by µ = vd
E

. The Wannier
relation is obtained in the limit of massless electrons and negligible inelasticity and corresponds to
the special case ∆ = 0:

DL

DT

=

1

vd

E

P

∂vd

∂(E/P) , (2.7)

Inspection of simulations suggests that for the majority of gases and mixtures in the present work,
this approximation is only applicable over a limited range of E/P. This will be discussed further in
Sec. 3.3

The detected waveform shape is influenced by the initial electron pulse width, which primarily
drives the rising edge, and the decay time of the RC which primarily drives the falling edge, and the
inductive current for electrons crossing the gap, which effectively broadens the pulse. The expected
pulse shape in the general case is a Gaussian function of charge arrival with width σt , convolved
with a top-hat function for the inductive current of width w, convolved with an exponential decay
of the electronics response with lifetime τ. To a good approximation in our regime of interest
the first convolution can be well approximated by a Gaussian of width σ′2

t = σ
2
t + (2/3w)2 and

center t ′0 = t0 + w/2. The second convolution can performed analytically and yields the functional
form [24]:

f (t, t ′0, σ′
t, τ, a, c) = a · e

σ
′2
t−2(t−t′

0
)τ

2τ2 ·
[

1 + Erf

(−σ′2
t + (t − t ′0)τ√

2τσ′
t

)]

+ c , (2.8)

We fit this function to averages of 1000 waveforms to extract drift parameters of interest t0, σt ,
τ and nuisance parameters a and c. Example fits for a particularly narrow and particularly wide
pulse, as well as the implied arriving electron distribution from those fits, are shown in Fig. 6. For
the smallest amplitude waveforms at low reduced field, the residual power supply switching noise
becomes visible over background, this is shown in Fig. 6 right. To establish that this did not bias
the pulse shape extraction, fits with different flash lamp brightness at low fields were compared,
effectively varying the relative signal to noise ratio. No significant changes in fit parameters was
observed.

The decay constant τ was measured in vacuum runs and fixed to this reference value in all
subsequent fits. The other parameter values were seeded using approximate measures of the average
pulse and then allowed to float freely in the fit. Both the anode and cathode waveforms are fit, and
the total pulse-to-pulse time tpp is extracted by subtraction. To obtain td from this measurement,
it is necessary to apply end-effect corrections including accounting for the inductive width effect,
described below, that typically give one percent level effects.

Electrons cross the collection gap very quickly, because it is short (1.6 mm) and has high E-field
(≥ 3000 V/cm). The extraction gap, on the other hand, is larger and has a less intense electric
field, and so the inductive width w must be accounted for. In the extraction gap, which is of length
dgap = 3.9 mm there is a fixed electric field of 300 V/cm for all runs. To account for this region, at
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Figure 6. Fit to mean waveforms at different electric field strengths. The gray line shows the mean waveform,
the blue line shows the reconstructed signal from fitting Eq. 2.8, and the red line shows the electron swarm
profile extracted from the reconstruction. The waveforms peak are normalized to 1 so the fit can be seen for
the larger (left) and smaller (right) waveforms observed.

each pressure we first analyze the 300 V/cm drift-field data, where both extraction and drift regions
have the same field strength. The total drift distance is then d + dgap, with uniform electric field,
and electron travel time tpp. This allows for a reliable measurement of both vd,300 and DL,300. For
each lower drift-field, half the transit time across the extraction region w = tgap = dgap/vd,300

is subtracted from tpp to yield the drift time td, with the drift distance restricted only to d. This
provides a measurement of drift velocity only in the lower field region. Similarly, the diffusion
taking place in the extraction region is subtracted in quadrature from the final fitted σt . The latter
correction is generally found to be negligible, since σt scales as

√
t, and the field in the extraction

region is larger than in the drift region which implies electrons spend little time there.
After this procedure, the drift velocity vd and longitudinal diffusion constant DL have been

extracted for every pressure and electric field configuration. Theoretically, a scaling is expected
with vd as a universal function of E/P and PDL as a universal function of E/P, for all E and all P.
Our data at each E for each P allow to test the scaling with E/P and also extract these universal
functions.

2.4 Systematic Uncertainties

The sources of systematic uncertainty on the velocities and diffusion coefficients derive from
experimental uncertainty on the drift time and width of the electron swarm profile (the latter of
which factors in the calculation of the diffusion coefficient at cubic power), as well as the uncertainty
on the gas mixture fraction, drift distance, and absolute gas pressure.

The measurement of the variance, σ2
t , and the drift time, td, of the electron profile are affected

by the precision of the oscilloscope used to record the waveforms, the reconstruction of the electron
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swarm via fitting the waveform, and possible non-uniformities in the electric field, and any residual
effects from space charge broadening. The uncertainty on the estimation of the variance and drift
time from the waveform reconstruction is related to the accuracy of the fitting function, discussed
above, and is found to be sub-dominant to other sources of uncertainty. Space charge effects are
small at these flash lamp intensities, but not absolutely negligible. We constrained the effects of
spacecharge on the measurement by varying the lamp brightness and repeating the fit at the highest
pressure (10 bar) and lowest electric field (50 V/cm), where space charge effects will be maximally
severe. A small correlated variation was observed at the level of 1.5% in the pulse width and 0.12%
in the drift time. To study the effects of fringe fields and electron transit time at the induction
region, the collection field was varied over the range 2000 to 5000 V/cm, and a variation of the pulse
width was observed at the 2.7% and in the drift time at the 0.2% level. No uncertainty on the drift
parameters appeared to be caused by the extraction field, after applying the end-effect correction.
The overall uncertainty on the parameters is determined by the above effects added in quadrature and
is found to be δσ2

t /σ2
t = 0.062 on the squared pulse width and δtd/td = 0.0046 on the drift time.

The measurement of the fraction of each gas in the mixtures is primarily affected by the
precision of the transducer pressure gauge. The uncertainty on the transducer pressure measurement
is estimated to be 0.01 bar. This gives an uncertainty on the fraction of helium in the mixtures on the
order of 1%. The uncertainty on the measurement of the drift distance is estimated to be less than
1% (d = 14.1 ± 0.1 cm), and the uncertainty on the absolute pressure of the system is estimated to be
0.1 bar. This gives a 10% pressure uncertainty at 1 bar and a 1% pressure uncertainty at 9 bar.

3 Results

3.1 Pure Xenon Drift Velocity and Diffusion

We first studied pure xenon gas. Data were taken at pressures from 1 to 9 bar and electric fields from
50 to 300 V/cm. The data were collected and analyzed according to the protocols outlined in the
previous sections. The measured drift velocity is in very good agreement with theoretical predictions
from MagBoltz [30](Version 11.8) 2 over the full range, as shown in Fig. 7, top. Notably we observe
the expected scaling behaviour across all pressures, with vd exhibiting universality as a function of
the scaling parameter E/P for all E and all P. The measured diffusion constant DL also shows the
expected scaling as P · DL . Our data are consistent at low E/P with previous measurements in high
pressure xenon gas from Kusano et al. [31]. However, the measurements diverge from MagBoltz
predictions at mid to low E/P, demonstrating a much stronger rise. Our data, however, match much
more closely with MagBoltz at higher E/P (≥ 20 V/cm-bar) than those from [31]. Data from Pack
et al. [10] was also considered however due to the large systematic uncertainties a comparison could
not be made.

3.2 Xenon-Helium Mixtures

Data were taken in gas mixtures of 10% and 15% helium in xenon at pressures from 1 to 9 bar and
electric fields from 50 to 300 V/cm following the gas mixing and data taking protocols defined in

2This version of MagBoltz accounts for the correlation length of gas mixtures, and at the time of writing was not
public.
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previous sections. The measured velocities and diffusion coefficients are shown in Fig. 8. Once
again, strong scaling of vd and P · DL with E/P is observed. Excellent agreement with drift velocity
predictions from MagBoltz is also observed. Again, a notable excess in longitudinal diffusion
relative to MagBoltz is present, this time at higher values of E/P than pure xenon. These values of
E/P are within the range relevant to TPC experiments that may use this gas mixture, and we give
more detailed comments on the implications below.
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Figure 7. Top: Drift velocity in pure xenon. Bottom: Longitudinal diffusion in xenon. Right panel shows a
closeup of the region of most interest to TPC experiments such as NEXT.
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Figure 8. Top: Drift velocity in xenon-helium mixtures. Bottom: Longitudinal diffusion in xenon-helium
mixtures.

3.3 Discussion

We have presented data taken using an electron drift chamber which allows us to measure the
drift velocity and longitudinal diffusion coefficients of electrons in xenon gas and in xenon-helium
mixtures that are of interest as diffusion reducing agents at concentrations of 10% and 15% helium
by volume. In all cases we find excellent agreement with predictions of velocity from the MagBoltz
software. However, we find that longitudinal diffusion is under-predicted at very low E/P in xenon,
and at higher E/P in mixtures with helium, for all relevant E and P. That such a phenomenon
at a higher E/P in xenon-helium mixtures than in pure xenon may be expected, since helium has
the effect of cooling the drift electrons, leading them to have lower average energies resulting in
the same impact on the electron-xenon cross section at lower E/P. Which would result in the
xenon excess shifting to the higher E/P in xenon-helium mixtures. Thus any imperfection in the
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Figure 9. Comparison of D∗
L

between pure xenon (left) and xenon-helium mixtures (right).

low-energy xenon-electron cross section model within MagBoltz would be expected to exhibit such
a behaviour. These data may suggest a need to revisit the electron-xenon cross section model in the
present generation of simulation tools.

Typical TPC operating fields are in the range 300-500 V/cm and the operating pressures for
the NEXT program are in the range 10-15 bar. This implies a relevant range of E/P of 20 to 50
V/cm-bar for TPC detectors. It appears the longitudinal diffusion in this regime will be larger than
has been predicted in the past, and larger with a helium in xenon mixture than in pure xenon. On
the other hand, consideration of Fig. 8 alone does not provide a full account of the implications
for experiments. While part of the effect on spatial resolution from an electron-cooling additive
can derive from a change in DL , further effects must be given consideration in terms of detector
performance. For example, not only is DL changed by the addition of helium, but so is vd. The much
faster electrons will naturally diffuse less, since the diffusion coefficient specifies the dependence
of the diffusion process upon time, whereas the electrons have to travel a finite distance. The drift
velocity is enhanced in xenon-helium mixtures, which to some extent counteracts an increase in DL .
A useful quantity in this regard is the “TPC diffusion” D∗

L
which encompasses the expected spread

of charge that has travelled a fixed distance: where vd is the drift velocity, T0 is the temperature that
is extrapolated to (293.15K), DL is the diffusion coefficient with T and P being the temperature and
pressure it was measured at.

D∗
L =

√

T0

T

2PDL

vd

(3.1)

Comparing values of D∗
L

is a clearer way to establish the relative spatial resolution of different
gas mixtures. We show a comparison of our data on pure xenon to xenon-helium mixtures in Fig. 9.
Also shown in this plot are previous data from the NEXT experiment operated with pure xenon,
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Figure 10. Left: validation of the Wannier Relation at low fields using MagBoltz simulation. Dots show
1
vd

E
P

dvd
d(E/P) and lines show DL/DT calculated from MagBoltz output, which are equivalent if this relation

holds. The gases shown are 0%, 10% and 15% helium in xenon; Right: extrapolated transverse diffusion
utilizing the measurements of DL and vd from this work, assuming validity of the Wannier relation, compared
to data from NEXT in pure xenon. Helium additives may offer a factor of ∼2 improvement in terms of
transverse diffusion control.

from [16], which was reported in similar units. Our data match very well with these observations at
higher E/P and, as already noted, with data from Kusano et al. at lower E/P. A comparison of the
reduced longitudinal diffusion D∗

L
in the TPC operating regime of interest suggests that the addition

of helium at the 10-15% level will increase the scale of longitudinal diffusion by around 50%.
Notably we have not, in this work, measured a transverse diffusion DT , because our apparatus

is not well equipped for this task. However, the transverse and longitudinal diffusion coefficients
are theoretically related to each other by the Wannier relation of Eq. 2.7. Given that the right
hand side of this relation is a function of vd and E/P only, and these match very well between our
data and simulation, we might expect discrepancies in DL to be mirrored by similar ones in DT in
order to maintain a constant ratio, wherever this relation is applicable. While it is clear that the
Wannier relation is not universally applicable in these gases - in particular at high fields the negative
dvd/d(E/P) would suggest a negative and hence unphysical value for DT . MagBoltz simulations
verify that the Wannier relation is expected to apply in the immediate region of interest, 20-50
V/cm-bar in Xe/He mixtures. In pure Xe, however, DL is so small relative to DT that the Wannier
relation cannot be verified with MagBoltz, since the accuracy required on the slope of the mobility
is less the uncertainty. We quantify this uncertainty by evaluating the (DL

DT
) and ( 1

vd

E
P

) independently
with MagBoltz at each reduced drift field (Fig. 10, left.), and calculating the root-mean-square
between them. This provides the accuracy with which MagBoltz verifies the applicability of the
relation, which is taken as the uncertainty on the extrapolation of DT from measured values of DL .
We find that this extrapolation is validated to better than 5% in Xe/He mixtures, but not validatable to
better than 200% in pure Xe. Since meaningful extrapolation of DT from DL could not be verified for
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pure xenon, in this work we present only the extrapolated DT values for the mixtures. The results are
shown in Fig. 10, right. The error bars include the measured errors on DL as well as the uncertainty
on the Wannier relation in this regime. As apparent in Fig. 1, the predicted improvement in diffusion
reduction is much larger in DT than in DL , and so even with a 50% increase over predictions of
diffusion in the E/P range of interest, a substantial improvement in transverse diffusion is still
apparent. Experimental verification of this extrapolation will be an important subject for future
work.

4 Conclusion

We have measured the drift velocity and longitudinal diffusion coefficient in pure xenon and in
xenon-helium mixtures at pressures between 1 and 9 bar and electric fields between 50 and 300 V/cm.
We observe the expected scaling with E/P in all distributions, and measured drift velocities are in
excellent agreement with predictions from MagBoltz. Measured diffusion coefficients in pure xenon
are in excellent agreement with world data at all E/P and with MagBoltz at high E/P. At low E/P

we observed larger diffusion than had been predicted, suggesting the low energy electron-xenon
cross section may not be properly estimated. We observe excellent agreement in drift velocity for the
xenon-helium system at 10% and 15% concentrations as well. In this case a longitudinal diffusion
discrepancy occurs at higher E/P, understood to happen through the cooling effect of the helium
on the drifting electrons. Although longitudinal diffusion D∗

L
is larger than expected by around

50% and larger than in pure xenon, the transverse diffusion remains to be studied experimentally.
Given the scale of predicted DT reduction by electron cooling and the presented measurements of
DL , we may expect that spatial resolution improvements of a factor of ∼2 may be derived from
xenon-helium gas mixtures in future experiments.
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